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TH/7-1Ra . Theory and Observation of Compressional Alfvdn Eigenmodes in Low Aspect Ratio

Plasma

N.N. Gorelenkov, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: norelen~pppl.gov

Abstract: A new theory of radially and poloidally localized Compressional Alfv6n Eigenmodes (CAE) in
low aspect ratio plasma is reported. The theory is applied to identify recently observed instabilities in the
MxHz frequency range in National Spherical Torus experiments (NSTX). The frequency of observed CAEs
is correlated with the characteristic Alfv6n velocity of the plasma. The observed high frequency modes
are explained as CA~s driven by energetic beam ions. The CAB frequency is determined by the Alfv6n
frequency, at the mode location on the low field side of the plasma and is given approximately by WCAE =

VAmn/r, where m is the poloidal mode number, and r is the local minor radius. CA~s are destabilized by
free energy in the energetic ion velocity space gradient via Doppler shifted cyclotron resonance with beam
ions. Properties of the CAB instability driven by different NBI ion distributions are presented.
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TH/7-1Rb Fast Particle Destabilization of TAB Type Modes in NSTX, JT-60U and Planned
Burning Plasma Devices

C. Z. Cheng, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: fcheng~'pppl.gov

Abstract: In the paper we address the properties of fast ion driven TA~s and other Alfv~n eigenmodes
in NSTX and JT-60U, and in planned burning plasma devices of ITER, FIRE, and IGNITOR for the
US Next Step Option consideration. The study of Alfv6n instabilities is important because they could
enhance the loss of auxiliary heated fast ions and alpha particles in burning plasmas. For NSTX we will
present TAB results observed even for a modest NBJ power and compare the experimental results with
theoretical analysis. For JT-60U we will present theoretical interpretations for TAB experimental results
in normal shear discharges, and the measurement of q profile in the plasma core in terms of the observed
TAB frequencies. For the planned burning plasma devices we will present TAB stability analysis and
summarize the parameter domain where TA~s are expected to be unstable. The stability of TAB-type
modes and other Alfv6n eigenmodes are performed with numerical analysis employing global kinetic-MED
stability codes, a perturbative NOVA-K code and a non-perturbative NOVA-2 code, and a high-n code,
HINST code.

TH/8-1 On the Physics of Runaway Particles in JET and MAST XA0203366
P. Helander, UKAEA, Culham. Science Centre, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: per.helanderc~ukaea. org.uk

Abstract: In the first part of this paper, a kinetic theory is developed to explain observations of the
damping of post-disruption runaway electron currents in JET. It is shown that the damping of the current
carried by relativistic eletrons following a disruption cannot be explained by ordinary collisional friction.
Instead, pitch-angle scattering and the subsequent emission of synchrotron radiation play the key role in
regulating the current. These effects are treated mathematically by including the Abraham-Lorentz force
in the kinetic equation and solving the resulting initial-value problem by analytical approximation and by
Monte Carlo simulation. The second part of the paper is devoted to explaining the origin of suprathermal
ions observed in Ohmic MAST discharges following internal reconnection events. It is shown that these
observations can be understood in terms of runaway ion acceleration - a phenomenon predicted by Furth
and Rutherford in 1972, but not commonly noted in tokarnaks.


